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Jennifer Idol 
 

LENS OF ADVENTURE 
 

Bayland Community Center & Zoom Program – 7-9 pm August 2nd 
 

Link to the Zoom broadcast 

 Meeting ID: 899 2566 6545 

Password: 478903 

 
SHOW UP FOR A CHANCE TO WIN A SIGNED COPY OF HER BOOK, “LENS OF ADVENTURE” 

 
We are privileged to have Jennifer Idol, a rising star in the underwater world of photography. She will be giving us a journey 
through her “Lens of Adventure”. Jennifer lives in Austin, so I guess she qualifies as one of our local celebrities. I found out 
that she and Paul Cater Deaton, one of our newer members and presenter from Galveston, have been closely involved in 
helping to run a film festival in Chicago. This is the writeup on the “Wave Film Fest”. I find it interesting. 
 

Welcome to a celebration of our waters through film and visual arts! Join us February 29 for our inaugural film 
festival celebrating films that educate, inspire, and take you on an adventure underwater. We are so excited to 
create a new film festival in Chicago focused on the impact of our waters. Michele Hoffman, Jennifer Idol, Lynn 
Funkhouser, Alex Rose, Michael Caplan, and Cheryl Wickstrom have grouped together to create this fresh take on a 
film fest.We couldn't have made this possible without our co-sponsors: Columbia College Chicago, the Department 
of Cinema and Television Arts at Columbia College Chicago, Microcosm, and DocYourWorld.  
Learn more:  http://wavefilmfest.com 

 
 
Lens of Adventure 
What stories do we tell through our images? Where do they lead us? And 
what isn't told through our images? Join Jennifer Idol on a 
journey of exploration through photography as she shares how one journey 
leads to the next. From helping people connect to our local waters to 
helping divers engage personally with wildlife on expeditions, Jennifer will 
share the raw story of getting the shot and how it relates to the world 
around us. 
  
Website 
uwDesigner.com 
  
Bio 
Jennifer Idol is a designer, author, and underwater photographer recognized as a PADI® Ambassadiver (2017 and 2018), a 
member of the Ocean Artists Society and the Explorer's Club. Her photography and articles have been published in 
periodicals such as DIVER, SCUBA Diving, and Alert Diver. She earned more than 29 certifications. She began a quest to 
document American waters in her book An American Immersion and became the first woman to dive in all 50 states. 
 
Public Trailer 
https://youtu.be/1ZRcGEX_ySA 
  
Film (preview only not publishing) 
https://youtu.be/GryugboA9LE 
 
Her Book 
An American Immersion: How the first woman to dive all 50 states was transformed by her quest  https://www.amazon.com/ 
 

 
 

 
The Underwater Designer 
 
 
An American Immersion 
Designer and Underwater Photographer 
512-940-6917  |  jidol@uwdesigner.com 

https://us02web.zoom.us/j/89925666545?pwd=Zk5kM1VaQTE5cDNkVzZFRDg2NmRHZz09
https://www.facebook.com/jidol?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC5DCh5SBVYcZFIWA9Q2iEBKqkVGwfSqHKxiTUL-hyad5o5qMsG995XHDLCIlGBKA-3ECpzQL1b0z4DtRIbmS0swIQvJHdERxKmGsqpLY3IHsn6_oFA3o0KUnDqB0vmdVOec-tUjy4i5tVywDvzD272hDF1ZzsBHF26jxVFv8mmLppWgGYvsKdzA3DKhnhIg5J5
https://www.facebook.com/columbiacollegechicago/?fref=mentions&__xts__%5B0%5D=68.ARC5DCh5SBVYcZFIWA9Q2iEBKqkVGwfSqHKxiTUL-hyad5o5qMsG995XHDLCIlGBKA-3ECpzQL1b0z4DtRIbmS0swIQvJHdERxKmGsqpLY3IHsn6_oFA3o0KUnDqB0vmdVOec-tUjy4i5tVywDvzD272hDF1ZzsBHF26jxVFv8mmLppWgG
https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwavefilmfest.com%2F&h=AT25rnCBz1wammJaFcDCgUTYsl_BmWxKzzfoazjMkQW8tvVRt0rZQDZoyvK7-9NdF3ghpeWNuHOh7gCYiS51YHdPl2YQXYSbFluDxdJwO61g47H5Ck7Kx0ZVbT2ryxRqkZBs7ZEBWMaWrpo2J9geFMxPSoh6_dhqs7m7oqrAJy_FxSadwGdLrV5QT5nV3bIYL
uwDesigner.com
https://youtu.be/1ZRcGEX_ySA
https://youtu.be/GryugboA9LE
https://www.amazon.com/dp/1930536917/ref=cm_sw_r_cp_api_glt_fabc_2WFVQQ6VP7ZP78RZT4ED
http://www.uwdesigner.com/
http://www.anamericanimmersion.com/
mailto:jidol@uwdesigner.com
http://anamericanimmersion.com/
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I  mentioned in last’s month’s newsletter that we all need to work together 
to promote HUFF.   Every little effort counts.  We should have HUFF 2022 
business cards at the August meeting.  I hope you all will take a few cards 
to keep in your purse or wallet to hand out to interested parties. 
 
If you are on a dive trip and you see other divers shooting underwater 
photos or video tell them about HUFF and invite them to enter or attend.  If 
you are staying at a dive resort ask them if there is somewhere you could 
post a HUFF card or if they would be willing to mention HUFF on their 
social media.  It never hurts to ask. 
 
If you are doing business with a dive shop mention that you are a member 
of HUPS and that you hope they will support HUFF.  Dive shops want more 
active divers so they will have more customers.  HUFF most certainly 
promotes diving.  We hope that HUFF will encourage more people to 
experience and love the underwater world.  That can only be good for dive 
shops.  If you have a strong connection to a particular dive shop please let 
a HUFF committee member know.  We would love to capitalize on any 
existing contacts. 
 
If you are doing business with an underwater camera/video shop mention 
HUPS and HUFF.  If you are having any correspondence via email, mention 
below your signature that you are a member, officer, BOD member, 
committee member or whatever of HUPS or HUFF.  Put the links 
for hups.org and hups.org/huff below your signature. 
 
We all need to do a everything we can to get the word out about HUPS and 
HUFF.  HUFF 2022 will a big success if we all pitch in and make it happen.  

by David Lenderman 

http://hups.org/
http://hups.org/huff
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January Flatfish (disk-shaped fish) Flounder, angelfish, filefish, butterflyfish, sunfish, 

triggerfish, etc. It just needs to have a 

pronounced flat profile and be a FISH. 

February Fish Buddies (2 of the same) 2 Fish of the same species in the composition 

(Max number is 6) 

March Grouper Groupers are teleost, typically having a stout 

body and a large mouth. They are not built for 

long-distance, fast swimming. They can be quite 

large. 

April Leading lines (natural lines 

that lead the eye) 

An interesting topic and something that true artists use to point the 

viewer’s eye to the primary “focus” of their work. Elements within 

the picture (straight lines, curves, spirals, etc.) should be obvious to 

the eye. You can even use interesting negative space effects if you 

serve the job of attracting the eye of the subject. Look at your stuff 

and you’ll find plenty of examples. Learn to see and create like the 

masters. 

May Long and thin (fish or critters) Anything that is characterized by long, thin lines. 

Can be fish, invertebrates, or even non-living. 

June Silhouettes Silhouettes are interesting in that the outlines and shape of the 

subject are what is important. A good silhouette should have almost 

no detail observable in the primary subject. We’re talking form and 

composition this month so see what you can come up with. I f you 

don’t have good examples, you’ve got plenty of time to go try 

shooting some. It’ll be good for you. 

July Single Color Focus (Blue, Red, 

Green, Yellow) 

Subject must be a single color or shade of color. 

Examples: green moray eel, green parrotfish, 

soap fish, sharks, sponge, coral 

August Fish Portraits Side on, angled views, or face-to-the-camera shots are what 

we’re looking for. You can have more than one fish in the 

shot, but be reasonable, keep it to 2 or less, please. And, of 

course, we’re talking fish here….not critters. 

September Echinoderms (starfish of all 

kinds, urchins, sea 

cucumbers, etc.) 

All Starfish are Echinoderms, but not all Echinoderms are 

Starfish. So there’s the dilemma. But for this month’s contest 

all Echinoderms are acceptable. Asteroidea (Sea Stars), 

Ophiuroidea (Brittle Stars and Basket Stars), crinoids, sea 

urchins, sand dollars, or sea cucumbers which are 

Echinoderms. 

October Composition Through A Hole A hole is a hollow place in a solid body or surface. This theme is 

looking for a creative use of a hole in the composition. Examples: 

subject in a porthole of a wreck, goby or eel in a hole, fish swimming 

in front of a cave entrance - be creative. 

November Animals in the Sand Fish & critters that live in sand or muck. 

December 

  

Best of HUPS NOVICE, INTERMEDIATE, ADVANCED, and CREATIVE  contests: 

First place winners from each month’s Novice, Intermediate and 

Advanced categories will be entered automatically for judging. The 

Creative category lets you enter anything you want as long as you do 

the photography and any special editing. 
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JaVan Pruett - Novice 2nd 

Sage Holt - Novice 3rd 
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Jodie Cline - Novice 2nd 

Barry Cline - Intermediate 3rd 
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John VanAtta - Advanced 2nd 

Justin Wallace - Intermedeiate 1st 
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Catrin Pichler - Advanced 3rd 

Steven Anderson - Advanced 3rd 
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Justin Wallace - Intermediate 2nd 

Jodie Cline - Novice 1st 
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Catrin Pichler - Advanced 1st 
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Novice 

  

1ST Jody Cline           442 

2ND Sage Holt  357  

  
Intermediate   

1ST Justin Wallace 519 

2ND Barry Cline 515 

3RD Russell Ramsey 437 

  
Advanced   

1ST Steven Anderson 506 

2ND Catrin Pichler 496 

3RD Betsy Beasley 430 

4TH John Van Atta 427 

https://youtu.be/O7zw8fYm6v0
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CLOSE FOCUS WIDE ANGLE IN DEPTH  

Close focus wide angle (CFWA) is a classic technique that makes a huge impact on your 
underwater images. Let's talk about why and how! 

The why is pretty simple... we are cheating the underwater visibility.  Most of us consider 100 ft 
(30m) of visibility to be crystal clear.  Being able to see something far away doesn't mean that it 
is sharp, or that you can capture intricate details when you photograph it. 

This may be obvious for subjects that are 100 ft away, but what about 3 ft (1m), or 6 in 
(15cm)?  Underwater there actually is a difference, and it is huge. Even in calm, tropical waters, 
the dense water column will gradually distort and dull your image. The effect increases with 
distance from your subject. This is the reason so many photographers shoot super wide lenses. 

A wide angle lens (fisheye or rectilinear) makes a very close object look like it's a comfortable 
distance from you. This means that all of the water between you and your subject - and the 
cloudiness it carries - is reduced, resulting in a more crisp image.  It also means your light 
travels a shorter distance as it reflects off of the subject and on to your sensor, resulting in a 
bigger pop of color. 

Reprinted from the  newsletter 
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ISO 160 • f/20 • 1/160 • Tokina 10-17mm Fisheye at 10mm  

There are no hard rules to shooting CFWA; this is art and different techniques come into 
play.  The following method is time tested and has produced magazine cover shots from many 
photographers over the years. It is particularly effective when shooting a TTL strobe system. 

Domes and Lenses 
Both large and small domes can both produce CFWA images well.  Big domes generally provide 
sharper images. Smaller domes can be an advantage because you can get a few inches closer 
to the subject.   

The most important thing is to have a close focusing super wide angle lens. Our favorites are 
the Tokina 10-17mm Fisheye and either the Nikon or Canon 8-15mm Fisheye. These lenses are 
sharp and have an incredible depth of field, even at close distances. A better lens is more likely 
to improve your photos than a better camera. Professional photographers eat through camera 
bodies like candy, but a high quality lens can last a decade or more. 

Shooting CFWA 
The two things to keep in mind are that you want an upward camera angle, and that you want 
to carefully maneuver your dome port to be as close as is practical to your subject without 
touching it.  

The exposure you select can vary depending on the desired effect.  For tropical diving try 
setting a low ISO speed (ISO 200 or so) and setting your shutter to a standard flash synch speed 
(1/125 to 1/160). Leaving shutter ISO and shutter speed fixed will allow you to vary the aperture 
for the effect you want.  The chosen aperture will determine the brightness of your 
background: usually the water column, and the sun ball, perhaps a silhouetted diver, boat, 
shark etc.   
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Pro Tip: Waste a Frame 
Shoot a test shot and look with a trained eye at the water column. If it is black or super dark, 
open the lens a stop or two (larger aperture f/number) and try again. If the water column is 
bright and milky, close down the aperture (smaller f/number). 

ISO 160 • f/22 • 1/125 • Canon 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye at 8mm  

The Sun Ball 
You will find the sun shows up in a lot of your images because the lens is so wide, and you are 
shooting upwards. The aperture value will also control the size of this sun ball. Closing it down 
makes the ball shrink, opening the aperture up will make the sun ball grow. 
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ISO 160 • f/10 • 1/160 • Tokina 10-17mm Fisheye at 10mm  

Framing Your Subject 
Once you have determined the settings you like you can concentrate on the most important 
thing... composition! You want your main subject to be only a few inches from the front of the 
dome. The wide lens will make anything around the edges into a "frame" for your subject; use 
these shapes to draw the eye to the subject.  

Swim up and down the reef looking for an interesting fish or coral formation that will allow you 
to get very close (but not touching). With a very wide angle lens you can sometimes shoot blind 
without looking through the viewfinder. Try looking over the top of the housing at the dome to 
get an idea of your framing.  

As you practice you will develop your eye to anticipate the distortion that all wide lenses 
exhibit. This curvature varies lens to lens, but is always a compositional tool that you will get 
better with the more you use it.  

 

ISO 160 • f/20 • 1/160 • Tokina 10-17mm Fisheye at 10mm  
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Strobe positioning 
Depending on which wide lens you choose, two strobes will be helpful to cover the foreground, 
but one strobe may suffice (a dome diffuser will help here!).  Beware of letting the strobe's flash 
be seen in the side or corner of your frame. 

With fisheye lenses it's easy to accidentally light the water column since your strobes will be so 
close.  This won't be as obvious in your preview screen as it will be once you download your 
images.  Typical flash position would be 10:00 and 2:00 on the clock face. Feel free to move 
your strobes around to use side lighting and control and create shadows, just make sure to 
keep them behind the dome. 

ISO 320 • f/22 • 1/160 • Canon 8-15mm f/4L Fisheye at 8mm  

Flash Settings 
But we haven't talked about flash settings!!  This part is easy: we shoot our cameras on manual, 
but set the strobes to TTL. When an Ikelite flash goes off, the camera sees it, understands it, 
and quenches it for the perfect exposure.  Manual strobe power settings are available and will 
work, they just take time away from composition and choosing the correct camera settings. 
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JaVan Pruett 

• I worked on dive boats as a volunteer cook for 14         

years. 

• I was certified for Home Health Care by the state of 

Texas for 5 years.  

• I became a Master Gardener in 2015 taught Fairy 

Garden classes to many gardening groups. 

• I have been diving and volunteering for over 40 years. 

• I’ve been serving as Secretary for TGCC for the last 4 

years, Vice President for NASA Lunarfins for over 4 

years and now Editor of Lunarfins Newsletter, and I’ve 

been Vice President for Bay Area Divers Club for 10 

years. 

• I’ve traveled some in Europe (Rome, Venice, Florence, 
Paris, London, Holland), and dove in Grand Cayman 
Islands, Honduras, Belize, Hawaii, Costa Rico, 
Galveston, Utial, Flower Gardens.  

• I’ve been lobstering in Florida for over 10 years. 
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TGCC 2021  

Memorial College Scholarship Recipient 
 

William Moran  

$500 

Sponsoring Club - HUPS 

Sponsoring Member - Russell Ramsey 

School - Lafayette College 

 

Given in memory of Jack Allyn, Greg Grimes, Jean Himes, 
Anne Millioud, Clint (Dwight) Moore, John Petty, Michael 
Szewczyk, Randy Widaman and Dick Zingula, deceased 

members of our dive community. Also in recognition of this 
program’s support by Alicia Grimes, Linda Petty, the 

Houston Underwater Photographic Society and the Houston 
Underwater Club. 

 
For 28 years, the TGCC has encouraged higher education 
for its clubs and their members by providing some financial 

support. Its scholarship awards are an investment in our 
community’s future. 
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Underwater Photography Contest 
 

The University of Miami (UM) Rosenstiel School of Marine and Atmospheric Science is now 

accepting entries for its annual Underwater Photography Contest. The deadline for submitting 

photos is 12p.m., U.S. Eastern Time on Tuesday, September 7, 2021.  

 

Photographs are divided into five separate categories to be judged by a panel of professional 

photographers and marine scientists: 

 

    Fish or Marine Animal Portrait 

    Marine Conservation 

    Macro                          

    Wide Angle 

    UM Student 

    Best overall 
 

The top prize is a trip on Blackbeard’s Cruises, departing from Nassau to the Exuma Cays, Bahamas. 

There will also be monetary awards for those finishing in 1st, 2nd, and 3rd place in each of the 

categories. 

 

The Underwater Photography Contest is open to all amateur photographers who earn no more than 

20 percent of their income from photography. Eligible photos must not have been published or 

accepted for publication and must be the original work of the submitter. No pool or aquarium shots 

will be accepted. 

 

To view past winners, contest rules and entry form, please visit:  

https://www.rsmas.miami.edu/community-and-giving/outreach/underwater-photo-contest/contest-

rules/index.html 

 

Any questions, please contact Josh Coco using the information below. 

 

Josh Coco, Ed. D. 

Executive Director, RSMAS 

Tel: (305) 421.4002 

Fax: (305) 421.4711 

https://www.rsmas.miami.edu/community-and-giving/outreach/underwater-photo-contest/contest-rules/index.html
https://www.rsmas.miami.edu/community-and-giving/outreach/underwater-photo-contest/contest-rules/index.html
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HUPSdotORG 

YouTube Channel 

Recently our HUPS YouTube Channel has had a big increase in traffic. 

This graph shows the activity in 2021 so far. The contents are a great 

history of HUPS and also contain all our recent events.  

It’s organized into playlists: 

Meetings 

Presentations 

Video Contests 

Photo Contests 

Presenter Profiles 

Workshops 

HUFF 
 

 

Click here to check it out. 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UC33mPrMgu1_VSYgl6I0LpuA
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DEEP ZONE AQUATIC CENTER 

Friendswood, Texas 

1 of only 5 in the World 

130’ deep - Texas’ own “Blue Hole” 

The deepest pool in Texas and the USA! 

Opening in 2022 

Check out the details here: 

https://www.deepzoneaqc.com/ 

https://www.deepzoneaqc.com/
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Join Us for a Coastwide Autumn Cleanup on the Texas Coast! 

This year marks the 35th anniversary of the Texas Adopt-A-Beach program! Make plans to join 
us and volunteers around the world as we clean shores during the International Coastal 

Cleanup. Registration begins at 8:30 a.m. and the cleanup is from 9 till noon. 
 
Volunteers are asked to wear closed-toe shoes and bring plenty of drinking water. Adopt-A-
Beach will provide all necessary cleanup materials. 
 
Advance reservations are preferred but onsite registration will be available. Online registration 
will remain open until the end of the cleanup on September 18th. 

We are allowing group and family registrations again. If you are signing up a group, you are 
responsible for the well being of your attendees. It would be best to have them sign 
our liability waiver/registration form You can turn in those forms the morning of the event to 
the site coordinator. 

View a map of all participating site locations. 

If you have any questions, please email us at beach@glo.texas.gov 
 
 
Since our first cleanup in 1986, more than 551,000 Texas Adopt-A-Beach volunteers have 
picked up nearly 10,000 tons of trash from Texas beaches, some of it originating from as far 
away as South America. 
 
Due to tide patterns in the Gulf of Mexico, trash dumped anywhere in the gulf is likely to end 
up on a Texas beach. Volunteers record information such as the source and type of debris 
collected on data cards. This data has been instrumental in the passage of international 
treaties and laws aimed at reducing the amount of offshore dumping. 
 
Keeping Texas beaches clean and safe is an economic as well as environmental priority. 
Coastal tourism, a $7 billion industry, and commercial fishing, a $1.9 billion business, demand 
clean beaches and a healthy gulf to thrive. 

https://www.texasadoptabeach.org/volunteer/cleanups/cleanup-registration-form.pdf
https://www.google.com/maps/d/edit?mid=1Y8YqHKEYzbCABpfiyj2bnDh2kOybREA_&usp=sharing
mailto:beach@glo.texas.gov
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Flower Gardens Banks National Marine Sanctuary Updates 

Disease Prevention and Response 
 
Stony coral tissue loss disease (SCTLD) has spread throughout the Florida Reef Tract since 
2014 and into many Caribbean countries and territories, but the disease has not yet affected 
the remote reefs of Flower Garden Banks National Marine Sanctuary (FGBNMS). However, the 
number of susceptible coral species we have and the high coral cover at FGBNMS suggest 
this location may be hit hard if the disease ever reaches the sanctuary. 
 
Florida Keys National Marine Sanctuary and partners in the region have implemented a 
comprehensive, science-based response to the disease, and FGBNMS is using that 
experience to prepare for the possibility of infection. Our comprehensive SCTLD action plan 
includes prevention, education, preparedness, early warning, response, and intervention 
strategies that could prevent disease spread to FGBNMS while at the same time allowing for 
a rapid and effective response should the need arise. The plan is published as part of the 
ONMS Conservation Series. 
 
The prevention part of the plan focuses on the need to disinfect all dive gear before and after 
sanctuary visits, and prompt reporting of any coral disease observations. To facilitate 
identification of the disease, our research staff worked with MPAConnect to create a 
FGBNMS-specific coral disease identification poster to share with divers and dive boats 
frequenting the sanctuary. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
Environmental Certification 

 
Scuba divers can now become environmentally certified through Green Fins. 

 
The Reef-World Foundation – the international coordinator of Green Fins – is pleased to 
announce the launch of the new Green Fins Diver e-Course. This new online course is 
designed to help recreational divers protect coral reefs by learning how to conduct more 
environmentally friendly dives. 

 
Register Here 

https://greenfins.net/courses/diver-ecourse/
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Houston Underwater Film Festival 

 

The HUFF 2022 is April 2-3, 2022 at the Midtown Arts and 

Theater Center - Houston (MATCH). 

SAVE THE DATE 

 

 

 

 

Entries are due by midnight October 1. Limit of 5 
minutes and 2 GB. Voting will take place on the 

HUPS Video Contest Facebook page through 
October and winners will be announced at the 

November HUPS meeting. View the rules at 
hups.org. 

Address questions to betsybeasley@swbell.net. 

Please transfer files to Betsy Beasley via the free 
service - WeTransfer.com 

Info for Dues Payments 

• $35 single person membership 

• $45 family membership 

• Payable via PayPal on-line through HUPS webpage or cash/check.  If choosing 

to pay via cash/check, please let us know so we can provide to you a mailing 

address since we are still meeting virtually and unable to collect payments in 

person during our monthly meetings. https://www.hups.org/join 

• Contact Monica Losey at monica_losey@yahoo.com  

https://f48b2e11-f978-4e88-8509-565a087db8b4.filesusr.com/ugd/b82ed3_b0cfb452a15c4e1da22897f2e8dd37fa.pdf
mailto:bbeasley@swbell.net
http://www.wetransfer.com
https://www.hups.org/join
mailto:monica_losey@yahoo.com
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Photo contest entries are due on the Wednesday 

before the upcoming monthly meeting. Please 

send them to Martin Daniels at  

HUPS_Photo_Contest@googlegroups.com 

 

Address questions to Martin at  

martin.daniels3@gmail.com 

From the Editor……….. 

Send program ideas to Dennis Deavenport 

at ddeavenport@comcast.net 

Send workshop ideas to Craig Beasley  

at cb_as@hotmail.com 

Send newsletter entries to Betsy Beasley 

at betsybeasley@swbell.net 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GOLWJJLh1ww&list=PLVjbfMTeACprxxYuRLrpeaAE2BpxMGKjl&index=1
mailto:HUPS_Photo_Contest@googlegroups.com
mailto:martindaniels3@gmail.com
mailto:ddeavenport@comcast.net
mailto:cb_as@hotmail.com
mailto:betsybeasley@swbell.net
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Who When Topic Expanded Topic 

Tom Collier & Others January 4 

“Anything Goes 

Night” - Video clips 

from everyone 

Discussion during 

presentation - what, where, 

how 

Mike Bartick February 1 “Macro Photography” 
Sidebar into Black Water 

diving at Anilao 

Marty Snyderman March 1 “Diving in Indonesia” Focus on Atlantis Resorts 

Jody and Barry Cline  April 5 

“Diving Puerto Galera 

and Dumaguete in the 

Time of Volcanoes” 

Diving the Atlantis Resorts 

in Puerto Galera & 

Dumaguete  

Dr. Bob Sanders May 3 “Diving in Antarctica” 
Exploring below 12 ft. of 

solid ice 

Mike Greuter, Catrin 

Pichler, Craig/Betsy 

Beasley, Paul Cater 

Deaton, Scott Bauer 

June 7 
Short Shows: “Off the 

Beaten Track” 

Video and Photo Contest 

Winners, HUFF stuff, 

announcements, and 

drawing for HUFF tickets 

Betsy Beasley July 12 HUFF Winners 
1st, 2nd and 3rd Place 

films from each category 

Jennifer Idol August 2 “Lens of Adventure” 
Book Giveaway - “The 

Underwater Designer” 

Scott Bauer September 13 “Diving Inland Texas” 

  A tour through the inland 

lakes and waterways of 

Texas 

Justin Wallace October 4 
Somewhere in the 

Caribbean Islands 

Experience the Caribbean 

Islands from an expert 

Burt Jones & Maureen 

Shimlock 
November 1 

“Bird’s Head 

Seascape” 

Conservation programs in 

the Bird’s Head region 

Martin Daniels 

TBD 

Mary Daniels 

December 6 

Best of HUPS 

Contest/ Jackie and 

Mary Lou Reid 

Retrospective/

Christmas Dinner 

Best of HUPS in Novice, 

Intermediate and Advanced 

Categories/ Lives of Jackie 

and Mary Lou Reid plus 

Jackie's most iconic 

photos 
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SEPTEMBER 2021 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

   1 2 3 4 

5 6 7 8 9 10 11 

12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

19 20 21 22 23 24 25 

26 27 28 29 30   

Monthly Meeting 

AUGUST 2021 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

15 16 17 18 19 20 21 

22 23 24 25 26 27 28 

29 30 31     

OCTOBER 2021 

Sun Mon Tue Wed Thu Fri Sat 

     1 2 

3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

10 11 12 13 14 15 16 

17 18 19 20 21 22 23 

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 

31       
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The Houston Underwater Photographic Society 

meets at the Bayland Community Center from  

7 pm - 9 pm, the first Monday of each month  

(except Monday holidays). 

6400 Bissonnet, Houston, Tx. 77074 

Visitors are always welcome! 

2021 HUPS Officers 

President:  David Lenderman     

Vice President: Dennis Deavenport 

Secretary: Tammy Allyn 

Treasurer: Tom Collier 

Membership: Monica Losey 

Photo Contest: Martin Daniels 

Video Contest/ HUFF Coordinator/ Newsletter: Betsy Beasley 

Workshop Coordinator: Craig Beasley 

TGCC Reps: Frank Burek, JaVan Pruett and Mark Leiserowitz 

Webmaster: Joe Holden 

Trip Coordinator: Joe Haws 

Historian: Frank Burek 

Special Events: Mary Daniels 

Merchandizing Coordinator: Sandy Bryan 

Moody Gardens Coordinator: David Lenderman 

2021 HUPS Board of Directors 

Frank Burek       Henry Ragland       Craig Beasley 

Mary Daniels      Debbie Mensay      Betsy Beasley 

Martin Daniels    Jim Mensay            Mike Greuter 

Joe Haws            Monica Losey        Russell Ramsey 

 

 

hups.org 

youtube/user/HUPSdotORG 

facebook.com/

groups/174166478778 

https://www.instagram.com/

hupsphotography/ 

 

 

http://www.hups.org
https://www.youtube.com/user/HUPSdotORG/playlists
http://www.facebook.com/groups.174166478778
http://www.facebook.com/groups.174166478778

